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Abstract. The “timely” and “timeless” concepts are essential content marketing
strategies currently applied in the industry. Timely is applied for the purpose of making
viral content, whereas timeless is adopted to gain brand awareness and marketing per-
formance in the long term for products that are not just meant to be temporal trends.
This research aims to study and find the best text classification model for timely-timeless
content classification in the Thai context. There are six timely-timeless text classifica-
tion models from two major state-of-the-art methods which are sub-divided as follows:
1) Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and its variants: CNN Conv1D, CNN Con-
v1D Skip-gram, and CNN Conv1D with fastText Skip-gram, and 2) Transformer and its
variants: BERT, RoBERTa, and WangchanBERTa. Results reveal that, among these,
WangchanBERTa, the large pre-trained corpus exclusively for the Thai language, has the
best performance. It also has the highest validation accuracy at 93.06%, while testing
accuracy is more than 90% at 93.00%. Apart from its accurate performance, the val-
idation loss of WangchanBERTa is also the lowest, at only 23.85%. Furthermore, this
transformer-based text classification model is considered the best, with performance met-
rics of 93% for both Precision and Recall and the highest F1-score at 92.00%. Although
it is limited in the small dataset size of 600 articles with at least 250 words for each
article, this dataset is separated into 336 training, 144 validation, and 120 test dataset
articles. Therefore, this research can be a guideline for text classification on a small
Thai-language dataset. The other contributions of this research are its proposal of per-
forming preprocessing for cleaning Facebook datasets based on the timely and timeless
classification purposes, and the introduction to the experiment of the details of model
hyperparameter tuning, which can lead to high performance.
Keywords: Timely, Timeless, Content marketing, Deep learning, CNN, Transformer,
BERT, RoBERTa, WangchanBERTa

1. Introduction. One of the most common issues in the field of content marketing-
based content creation is the inconsistency between the generated article and the style of
the underlying or established theme. In particular, styles may not be the only form of
content structuring. For example, the structure of news-style content generally contains
four parts: 1) Headline, the first part which concludes the content as title and gains more
attention from readers; 2) Lead, the introductory paragraph where crucial information is
stated; 3) Body, the part of the content where important information is placed aside from
the Headline and Lead parts; and 4) Tail, which is the summary where other information
may be included [1]. However, it is also caused by the “timely” and “timeless” content
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writing styles (also known as “ephemeral” and “evergreen” contents). These are article
writing styles that are widely used today for content marketing, especially online content,
such as websites, blogs, and social media [2-6].
The two main differences between timely and timeless contents are their time-sensitive

and content objectives [7]. Timeless content is not time-sensitive, which means it is long-
lived and not reliant on trends [8]. For example, the content of Chinese history, is consid-
ered “timeless”. On the contrary, content regarding the COVID-19 situation in China is
deemed “timely” due to the time-sensitive nature of such information [9]. Another differ-
ence is that the objective of timeless content is creating interesting content for audiences
based on a marketing objective for a long-term marketing strategy rather than a short-
term one. One example is creating the content for China’s Tiananmen Square attraction
guide for Facebook pages with China-related content or publishing in websites for long-
term search engine optimization marketing purposes [10]. In contrast, in timely content,
the primary objective is to create topical and trendy content, such as news and event
updates, which are adopted in short-term marketing campaign strategies [11]. This style
is used in creating traveling content by using buzzwords or words that became viral at a
certain point in time. Viral content is also a typical objective of creating timely content
[12].
Several research studies are on timely and timeless content classification, especially

on English content, but written in other languages, it is relatively small, especially in
Thai language. Nevertheless the popularity of text classification research has continued
to increase [13]. Thus, it is challenging to investigate and find the best way to classify
Thai-language timely and timeless content that benefit both content marketing and Thai
text classification research.
Therefore, the current research aims to find the most efficient way to classify timeless

and timely articles by applying existing algorithms categorized into two major state-of-
the-art methods: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and the Transformer model. This
work’s contributions to the literature can be summarized as follows.

1) It conducts an experiment and finds the best classification model for Thai timely and
timeless content by using Facebook page, “Aizhongchina”, a Chinese affairs-related
content provider and TOP5 of 2020 RAiNMaker Thailand Content creator awards
as a case study.

2) It proposes a method to clean the Facebook page dataset prior to the timely and
timeless classification process.

3) It presents a way of model tuning with hyperparameter adjustment and model-
related factors to obtain the best performance for a given dataset.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the related works are reviewed
in Part 2, then the research process is illustrated in Part 3 of this paper, followed by
the experiment results with the proposed method in Part 4, and a presentation of the
conclusion and recommendations for future research in Part 5.

2. Related Works.

2.1. Timely and timeless content. StumbleUpon (Mix.com – social media platform)
is one of the relatively well-known timely-timeless classification datasets used in the 2013
Kaggle competition. Some studies have also been published after that competition. In
the work of web page classification as evergreen or ephemeral based on content [14], lin-
ear SVM gained an accuracy of around 87%. The authors first pre-processed the stop
words and performed outlier removal. Another work [15], obtained a slightly higher
accuracy rate of 88% by combination of a text preprocessing method, namely, the Ter-
m Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) technique, the singular value de-
composition technique for noise reduction, along with non-textual features, and logistic
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regression to classify ephemeral and evergreen contents. Apart from English content, it
only represents a quite small timely-timeless content classification research.

2.2. Text classification. Text classification is a natural language processing problem
that has received much attention. It aims to divide messages into groups or wanted types.
Messages can be classified from short messages with just a few sentences to many messages
in the form of documents or articles. Research on long message segmentation or docu-
ment classification has become more popular, with examples including the analysis and
classification writing style of the Forsyte saga and the Lord of the Rings novels by using
whole content with dynamic similarity method [16]. At the same time, current research on
text classification-related tasks, such as sentiment analysis, has focused on deep learning
techniques, such as Bi-LSTM, CNN, and CNN-BiLSTM (Hybrid approach) [17-19].

2.2.1. CNN text classification. Nowadays, CNNs are increasingly being used in text classi-
fication by converting text into numbers and manipulating them into reduced-dimensional
vectors. This process, which is called “word embedding”, can be used to perform analysis
with the CNN technique. For example, in classifying research on Thai poems, Promrit
and Waijanya [20] created a CNN deep learning model to analyze the types and atti-
tude communication styles of these poems. They then brought the dataset to conduct
word embedding using the Word2Vec technique. The Thai data set used to perform word
embedding consists of five online sources for Thai content and other information related
to Thai poems. The total number of words is 5.9 million words, which are then used to
create a bag of words for 101,432 words. However, their CNN Thai poem sentiment anal-
ysis task only reached a low 61% accuracy. To achieve good performance for Thai text
classification tasks, such as sentiment analysis, a hybrid approach, such as the Bi-LSTM
CNN model with various types of embedding features, is implemented [21] to classify
the sentiment of Thai content. The authors used Bi-LSTM CNN as a hybrid model with
Thai-SenticNet5 corpus. For three datasets, namely, ThaiTales, ThaiEconTwitter, and
Wisesight, F1-scores of 74.36%, 77.07%, and 55.21%, respectively, were achieved. Howev-
er, despite the use of the Thai specific corpus and hybrid technique, the performance still
did not reach 80% or above, especially for the Wisesight dataset (i.e., the Thai social me-
dia dataset). Apart from Thai content [22], the CNN text classification approach has also
been incorporated for analyzing the Chinese Sogou news portal dataset by implementing
word vectors based on Skip-gram models, which is a bit better than the one-hot based
approach. It reached an F1-score of 97% for 10,000 news; however, when using 1,000
news for the dataset, the performance dropped significantly to 77%. From this work, we
also noted that the performance of a small dataset could be increased slightly to 81% by
adding another CNN layer to the two-layer CNN approach. Furthermore, using CNN with
fastText as a word embedding technique for classification social networking comments has
produced a more efficient and accurate CNN with Word2Vec model [23].

2.2.2. Transformer text classification. In [24], the principle of similarity was applied to
identifying the author of the content, although Machine Learning (ML) techniques were
used to build a Siamese network. The authors also compared each article in pairs with
the CNN model and used Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer (i.e.,
BERT), which is a technique developed by Google specifically for text processing. Trans-
former models like BERT have garnered increasing popularity in the field of text classi-
fication research due to their high performance and ability to overcome CNN weakness,
which can be seen in the combination of CNN and the Transformer model called Atten-
tive Convolutional Transformer (ACT) model [25]. The reason for building ACT is to
balance the weaknesses and strengths of the CNN and Transformer model. CNN has ex-
cellent local feature extraction capability, but it has weak ability in capturing sequential
and long-distance dependencies. While Transformer can solve these CNN issues, it often
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requires more resources, including CPU/GPU memory and computational power, espe-
cially for long-text classification that can serve as a guideline for our future research. For
evaluating the ACT model, they compared ACT with three groups of text classification
models: CNN and its variants, LSTM and its variants as base-line recurrent neural net-
work, and Transformer and its variants. Results showed that ACT obtained the highest
performance, while Transformer models obtained more than the accuracy of 90% for the
2-class Yelp reviews, AG’s News, and the DBPedia dataset, as well as 68% for the 5-class
Yelp review dataset. Furthermore, all these techniques are better than the CNN and
LSTM models.
In this work, a similar situation happened in other reviewed studies that obtained a

lower accuracy when using smaller datasets. However, their performance is still better
than that of the CNN and LSTM models upon comparison. For Thai-language text clas-
sification, only a few studies have used a transformer-based model, and one of the possible
reasons is that there are limited pre-trained transformer-based Thai-language models with
relatively smaller datasets. Thus, in 2021, Thai researchers from the Vidyasirimedhi Insti-
tution of Science and Technology (VISTEC) [26] developed a large-scale Thai pre-trained
transformer called WangchanBERTa based on RoBERTa, another well-known pre-trained
transformer model. The VISTEC research team implemented text classification on Wis-
esight Sentiment dataset and obtained a micro-averaged F1-score of 76.19%, which is
better than other Transformer models, such as mBERT and XLMR.
From the above literature review, we understand the drawbacks and strengths of CNN

and Transformer models and use these as guidelines in implementing the experiment for
our Thai dataset based on a hypothesis. Results showed that the Transformer model for
Thai language with large pre-trained corpus can perform the best accuracy.

3. Proposed Methodology.

3.1. Process overview. The process overview of the proposed methodology is displayed
in Figure 1. We used the Thai-language dataset with 600 posts from the Facebook page
Aizhongchina, in which each post consisted of at least 250 words. We applied the cleaning
process for data preparation and then used the cleaned text as inputs to classification mod-
els that are separated into two main group: 1) the CNN Conv1D and its variant models,
including the extended Conv1D by using Skip-gram and fastText Skip-gram, and 2) the
Transformer and its variant models with three sub-models, namely, BERT, RoBERTa, and
WangchanBERTa. There are some research works that compared CNN and Transformer
models with their developed models, such as Word2Vec, fastText, and BERT, which they
used with the Transformer model for comparing with the Label-Oriented (LO) approach
model for text classification [27].
Our research purpose is not to find the best word embedding method but to show

which classification method is the best for our timely/timeless classification based on
the dataset. Thus, the chosen classification models in this research are different word
embedding corpus and methods.

3.2. Dataset. The Thai-language dataset was collected from the Aizhongchina Facebook
page from January 2019 to October 2021. As a case study, this Facebook page posts mainly
about China, has 280,000 followers, and an average total post engagement and reach of one
million views per month. With permission from the page owner, the researcher retrieved
data by using the manual method. The retrieved dataset contains 600 articles (at least
250 words per article) and is classified into two classes: timely and timeless.
The classification into timely and timeless categories can be described in the following

steps.
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1) Consider the type of article. If it is a news-type or story update about what is
trending during the last seven days (e.g., COVID-19) and is widely known at a
specific time, then it is classified as timely.

2) From 1), if it is a general storytelling-type of article that educates without keywords
related to the current, it is classified as timeless.

3) Check whether a word is trendy in the following two ways.

First, check whether it is trending in Thailand by considering traditional media, such
as TV and newspapers, and online media, such as Twitter, Facebook, Tiktok, and Google
trends.

Second, check whether it is trending in China if the dataset is related to Chinese affairs
and the primary audiences are interested in China. Thus, the trendy words are analyzed
from both traditional media, such as TV and Chinese newspapers, and online media, such
as Weibo, WeChat, Douyin, Xiaohongshu, and Baidu.

Figure 1. Process overview of the proposed methodology

3.3. Data preparation. All 600 articles were separated randomly into three sets of data:
training, validation, and testing. At first, 600 articles were separated into training and
testing sets with a ratio of 80 : 20 (480 articles for training and 120 for testing). Then,
we separate the 480-article training set again with a ratio of 70 : 30, that is, 336 for the
training set and 144 for the validation set. Each separated dataset contains two classes
equally.

For preprocessing, we wrote our own functions for cleaning the data. The working
principles include 1) removing any special characters and 2) removing English and Chinese
characters, leaving only Thai language. This is because these are content articles related
to China but written in Thai language. The primary audience is Thai, so the timeless and
timely divisions are related only to Thai language. 3) Subtracting the numbers. Some
studies involve other factors, such as numbers indicating time in the future. However, the
time factor has not yet been included in this research; therefore, we remove the numbers
and leave only Thai characters. 4) We remove the website links and hashtags because
our purpose is to consider only an article’s content. In CNN Conv1D and its variants
models, one-hot encoding is applied into the dataset before incorporating it into the
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text classification model. One-hot encoding is encoding categorical features as a one-hot
numeric array (0 and 1), in which the encoder derives categories based on the unique
value in each feature by default [28].

3.4. Model development.

3.4.1. CNN Conv1D and its variant classification models. A CNN is a neural network
inspired by the human brain and is used to visualize large areas into smaller areas for
feature analysis. Before taking them together to analyze all significant areas, an essential
part of CNN is feature learning, which involves the extraction of the attributes of the
data toward a greater understanding of such data [29].
Figure 2 shows CNN Conv1D architecture and neural network configuration detail,

which we applied in this research. We inputted the cleaned text from the data preparation
process into the CNN layers, in which the first and second layers are 128 filters with a
kernel size of 5 for each layer. We also set the dropout to 0.5 after the second layer and put
the Global Max Pooling to reduce the overfitting issue. Then, we included a dense layer
with batch normalization before passing to dropout to reduce overfitting again and going
through the dense layer. Finally, we output the layer, which is determined as Softmax to
classify them into timeless and timely classes. We also used the Adam optimizer.

Figure 2. Convolutional neural network Conv1D architecture

There are two other CNN Conv1D variant classification models as follows:

• 1D CNN (Conv1D) with Skip-gram Classification Model. This model architecture
is similar to CNN Conv1D but it changes the embedding matrix by using Skip-
gram (Word2Vec) with dataset to make a corpus that can obtain 8,123 vocabs after
processing. Skip-gram (Word2Vec) method is commonly used in text classification
trends and is applied to Thai text classification (e.g., Thai poems) [20].

• 1D CNN (CNN Conv1D) with fastText Skip-gram Classification Model. This model
is the same as the Skip-gram as mentioned above but it changes the corpus by using
pre-trained fastText word embedding [23] as embedding matrix.

3.4.2. Transformer classification models. The TNN is a state-of-the-art architecture that
focuses on working on Sequence to Sequence (Seq2Seq) jobs based on the core mechanism
(e.g., attention mechanism). Several studies have indicated that the attention mechanism
can solve bottleneck issues, such as missing data in a Seq2Seq process like translation
tasks. Attention mechanism can create an output that focuses on any input position.
Since the introduction of the GPT, the first pre-trained Transformer model, various pre-
trained Transformer models have been trained on a large dataset based on self-supervised
learning. Three transformer classification models are used in this research as follows.
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• BERT. This is a trendy text processing technique with ML that Google made ex-
plicitly for text processing and can be used to process Thai language [30]. For text
classification with BERT, there are special tokens [CLS] and [SEP] in the tokeniza-
tion process [31] that are passed on to pre-trained BERT. The output from the
pre-trained BERT is called the BERT Embedding Vector.

• RoBERTa. RoBERTa [32] is different from BERT both in terms of tokenization and
token-index mapping process. It uses SentencePiece Tokenization as a mechanism,
which is quite advantageous as a requirement for pre-tokinzation. Thus, the tok-
enization is better than BERT.

• WangchanBERTa Pre-trained Thai Language Model. WangchanBERTa [26] is ex-
plicitly developed for processing Thai datasets with large pre-trained corpus and
solves the problem from RoBERTa tokenization by counting spacing, which is simi-
lar to the alphabet. Thus, there is an issue when processing Thai sentences because
of the use of spacing to tokenize words. WangchanBERTa is developed based on
RoBERTa so the token form is similar, although there is a specific token for spacing
in WangchanBERTa as< >. For example, inputting a Thai sentence into Wangchan-
BERTa SentencePiece Tokenization with its rule as

, we can obtain

(The meaning of the Thai sentence
is “China restricts travel in Hebei Province, North China after the discovery of lo-
cal infections”). Figure 3 shows the WangchanBERTa structure, which is similar to
those of BERT and RoBERTa. However, there are two differences among them: to-
kenization and token-index mapping, which is already mentioned in each model. All
three Transformer variant models use Softmax as the classification function similar
to the CNN models.

Figure 3. WangchanBERTa text classification structure

For all three Transformer models, we use the Hugging Face Transformers package to
access these pre-trained models based on Transformer architecture. The reason for using
Hugging Face is that this package offers pre-trained models for various tasks, including
text classification (e.g., BERT, RoBERTa, and WangchanBERTa). This also offers many
functions in its Transformer library to perform tasks, namely, Automodel for specific pre-
trained model from Hugging Face model, and Autotokenizer for specific tokenizers from
the Hugging Face pre-trained model.
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3.4.3. Hyperparameter tuning. For setting the number of epochs, the training was done
for 10,000 to 20,000 epochs for the CNN models and 10 epochs for the Transformer models.
To avoid overfitting due to overtraining, we saved the checkpoints at the best epoch for
the minimum validation loss. Then, when testing the trained model with the test data,
we loaded the best performing one for each model. Then, we set learning rate to 0.00005
for both CNN and Transformer models due to the use of function lr find from the Ktrain
library. We also set 32 and 6 as the batch sizes for CNN and Transformers with their
variant models, respectively. Other hyper-parameters for CNN and its variants, such
as number of CNN layers, optimization function, and configuration of the CNN neural
network, are already explained in Section 3.4.1. Moreover, for Transformer and its variant
models, only the number of epochs, learning rate and batch size are set by hand.

4. Experiment Results and Discussion.

4.1. Evaluation by loss value. The validation loss value of CNN Conv1D model as
Figure 4(a) presents a slightly stable status since 10,000 epochs. There is a fluctuation
after 15,000 epochs. However, validation loss is still closer to 0.3. The CNN Conv1D with
Skip-gram model in Figure 4(b) is quite different from CNN Conv1D. The validation loss
value presents a significant increasing trend since 6,000 epochs, and overall validation loss
is lower than 0.4. The training loss of this model fluctuates as it approaches zero. The
difference between training loss and validation loss of Conv1D with Skip-gram is larger
than the CNN Conv1D model, and the validation loss is also slightly higher.
The validation loss of Conv1D with fastText Skip-gram, as shown in Figure 4(c) is more

stable than CNN Skip-gram. It is slightly increasing since 6,000 epochs, and the overall
value is below 0.4 while training loss is similar to CNN Skip-gram; there is also a slight
fluctuation and the value approaches zero. The other three Transformer models: BERT,
RoBERTa, and WangchanBERTa, also present a decreasing trend for loss, especially
validation loss, but the training losses of RoBERTa and WangchanBERTa present an
increasing trend after passing three epochs while the validation loss of their models has a
decreasing trend at three epochs. However, both training and validation losses for both
two mentioned models are better than those of BERT.

(a) CNN Conv1D (b) CNN Conv1D with Skip-gram (c) CNN fastText Skip-gram

(d) BERT (e) RoBERTa (f) WangchanBERTa

Figure 4. Loss of CNN Conv1D models and Transformer models
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When comparing all models, the best model based on loss value is WangchanBERTa. It
has the least values both in terms of validation loss and training loss, although its training
loss is increasing and may lead to an overfitting issue. We present all model validation
loss values in Table 1 in Section 4.3 to compare them in terms of accuracy value and
confusion matrix.

4.2. Evaluation by accuracy value. The accuracy value of CNN Conv1D model in
Figure 5(a) has a stable trend, but there are many fluctuations given that 2,500 epochs
with overall validation accuracy value is closer to 0.9. As for the accuracy value of CNN
Conv1D with Skip-gram model, the training accuracy is closer to 1, which is the same as
that of the CNN Conv1 model but with more fluctuations. The validation accuracy of
the CNN Skip-gram, shown in Figure 5(b), is also closer to 0.9 with significant fluctua-
tion similar to CNN Conv1D. In comparison, the validation accuracy value of the CNN
Conv1D fastText Skip-gram in Figure 5(c) is around 0.9 too, with the least fluctuations
compared to the CNN Conv1D and CNN Skip-gram. In Figure 5(d), the accuracy value
of the BERT model with only 5 epochs is higher than 0.8 in terms of both training and
validation accuracy and shows an increasing trend. RoBERTa has a decreasing trend
in accuracy value both in training and validation but still closer to 0.9 and higher than
BERT. WangchanBERTa, another Transformer model, also has slight fluctuation for vali-
dation at 2 and 3 epochs with the slowest point at 2. This model has the highest accuracy
values of 0.95 and 0.90 for training and validation, respectively.

(a) CNN Conv1D (b) CNN Conv1D with Skip-gram (c) CNN fastText Skip-gram

(d) BERT (e) RoBERTa (f) WangchanBERTa

Figure 5. Accuracies of the CNN Conv1D models and Transformer models

When comparing all models, the best model based on accuracy value is still Wangchan-
BERTa, which has the highest validation accuracy, although its training accuracy value
seems to be decreasing below 1.0 (close to 0.95). In comparison, the training accuracy of
CNN Conv1D is close to 1.0. However, CNN Conv1D validation value is below 0.9, thus
indicating overfitting due to the slight difference between training and validation accuracy
value. We place all model validation accuracy values in Table 1 in Section 4.3 to compare
the loss value and confusion matrix.

4.3. Evaluation of text classification models. According to the data preparation
section, the data are separated into three datasets: training, validation, and testing.
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The training and validation datasets are used for the training process and loss-accuracy
evaluation. Thus, this evaluation is done via the confusion matrix section and uses the
test dataset. Table 1 presents the text classification models’ performance by calculating
precision, recall, and F1-score along with validation accuracy and loss validation. As can
be seen, the models with the most to least test accuracy rates in terms of text classification
for two classes, timeless and timely, are WangchanBERTa, fastText Skip-gram, RoBERTa
(with these models are equal), CNN Conv1D, CNN Conv1D Skip-gram, and BERT.

Table 1. Performance of the text classification models

Model
Accuracy

(Validation)
Loss

(Validation)
Accuracy
(Test)

Precision
(Test)

Recall
(Test)

F1-score
(Test)

CNN Conv1D 86.80% 29.38% 89.17% 89.26% 89.17% 89.16%
CNN Skip-gram 88.89% 28.77% 88.33% 89.03% 88.33% 88.28%
CNN fastText
Skip-gram

88.19% 28.06% 90.00% 91.14% 90.00% 89.93%

BERT 81.00% 40.00% 80.00% 80.00% 80.00% 80.00%
RoBERTa 88.89% 35.20% 90.00% 90.00% 90.00% 90.00%

WangchanBERTa 93.06% 23.85% 93.00% 93.00% 93.00% 92.00%

5. Conclusion. This research aims to find the best model for text classification process-
ing on a small Thai dataset and obtain a timely-timeless article classification model. Our
results show that WangchanBERTa has the best performance for both validation accuracy
and testing accuracy using only five runs. In contrast, CNN has nearly 90% validation
accuracy and testing accuracy, especially when using a Skip-gram with a fastText pre-
trained corpus. It has achieved a testing accuracy of more than 90%. We believe utilizing
pre-trained corpus can lead to better performance.
Therefore, WangchanBERTa has the best classification efficiency than the other model

tested in this research, which is the same as our hypothesis. Furthermore, the Wangchan-
BERTa tokenizer has a vocabulary size of 25,000 sub-words, trained with 15 million Thai
sentences, which is thus larger than other Transformer models focusing on the Thai lan-
guage. Thus, WangchanBERTa has the best performance among all the models tested.
However, we believe that creating specified pre-trained corpus related to the dataset, such
as the specified pre-trained corpus for content marketing purpose including timely and
timeless content, will increase performance. This will constitute our future research plan.
Other factors that may possibly affect the performance of this classification, such as the
number of days-time appearing in the article, which were excluded in this research, may
also be included in our future research.
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